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director Emma Howlett
Emma is a second year Ancient and Modern History student at Balliol. In her first year, she performed the role 
of Catherine in A View from the Bridge (Pilch, TT17), and joined Gruffdog Theatre for their Summer UK tour 
(Cambridge, Buxton, Sheffield) and month-long run at the Edinburgh Festival Fringe with Peer Gynt. This year, 
she played the role of Snug in A Midsummer Night’s Dream with Mendelssohn’s Incidental Music (Sheldonian, MT17), 
Corvino in Volpone (O’Reilly, MT17), ensemble in 4.48 Psychosis (Pilch, MT17) and Christine in Ask Away, a single 
scene presented as  part  of  the  New Writing  Festival  Opening Gala.  She is  very  excited to  play  Cecily  in 
Travesties at the Oxford Playhouse early next term. Earlier this term she co-directed the sell-out ‘Revolt. She 
Said. Revolt Again.’ (Pilch, HT) and is keen for the challenge to create an entirely different piece of theatre, 
hopefully  achieving the same success.  She is  currently  Studio Manager  of  the Pilch Studio with extensive 
knowledge of the space and a close held desire to create inventive and compelling theatre in the space.

assistant director Laura Henderson-Child
Laura is a first year studying English at Wadham College. So far this year, she has performed in A Very Old Man 
with Enormous Wings (BT, MT17), Revolt. She Said. Revolt Again (Pilch, HT18), and in two short scenes in the 
OUDS  New Writing Festival Opening Gala. She is looking forward to being part of the ensemble for Travesties 
in Trinity Term. She really enjoyed the collaborative process of Revolt, and is excited at the prospect of creating 
very different but equally urgent work in the Pilch Studio. She also directed her college’s entry for Cuppers in 
Michaelmas Term and won in the Best Director category, and so is excited to move into a directorial role with 
this project.

producer Flora Spiel
Flora is a second-year undergraduate at Balliol reading Philosophy, Politics and Economics. NSFW will be her 
third play, having most recently been the producer of Unmade Beds (BT, HT18), and she is excited to perform 
in Balliol’s Charity Musical, Peter Pan (Pilch, HT18). She brings a wealth of organisational experience to the role 
having been on committee at the Oxford Union (HT17), Oxford Gender Equality Society (TT17), and Oxford 
Women  in  Business  (HT18)  as  well  as  being  on  the  organisational  team  for  an  international  debating 
competition hosted in Oxford. She looks forward to applying her skills to this project. 

marketing manager Emma Biddiscombe
Emma Biddiscombe is a second year student studying Philosophy, Politics and Economics at Keble College. As 
Marketing Manager for Beautiful Thing  (HT18),  she gained a thorough understanding of how to successfully 
market a production at the Pilch Studio, and she is currently on the Marketing Team for Hedda at the Oxford 
Playhouse (HT18) She was also the sound and lighting technician for Keble’s Charity Pantomimes (MT16 & 
MT17).  Her  marketing  experience  extends  beyond  drama,  having  spent  the  last  18  months  shaping  and 
implementing  the  campus  outreach  programme for  a  high  growth  startup.  Through  this  she  has  gained 
understanding of how social media and printed press can be utilised to attract a student audience.
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set designer Isabelle Stuart
Isabelle is a second year English student at Balliol College. This will be her second show as set designer, after 
designing the complex construction for the sell out Revolt. She Said. Revolt Again. (Pilch, HT18). Outside of 
theatre she is also in charge of design and decorations for the Balliol Garden Party this year. She has 
participated both on and off stage in numerous plays previous to her time at Oxford, which often involved 
considerable elements of set design in practice, including Simon Stephens’ Pornography in her final year of 
school, in which there was an emphasis on screen work and projection. Being a student of English, she has a 
creative background and deep seated interest in theatre, as well as having attended a considerable range of 
student and professional productions. She is very much looking forward to being involved in staging NSFW.

sound designer Rhys Underdown
Rhys is a second year English undergraduate studying at Balliol College. As an accomplished player of piano, 
saxophone,  and  clarinet,  having  passed  Grade  8  on  each,  Rhys  has  an  experienced  and  diverse  musical 
background.  As  sound  designer  for  a  recent  sell-out  production  of  Revolt.  She  Said.  Revolt  Again  (HT18), 
performed at The Pilch theatre, and as provider of live music for the production of The Cherry Orchard (HT18) 
as a saxophonist in a jazz band, Rhys has had a breadth of experience in musical production for theatre. As 
musical director of the upcoming Balliol charity musical (HT18), Rhys has developed an acute awareness of the 
interaction between sound and theatre, and of the potential effects this relationship can produce. As the singer 
and guitarist of a local alternative rock band, Rhys has a wealth of experience in musical performance, having 
written, recorded, and performed countless original compositions; additionally, he is a session saxophonist for a 
local  soul/blues  band,  as  well  as  a  saxophonist  in  the  Oxford  University  Wind Orchestra.  Having  studied 
composition at school, he also has experience writing and arranging orchestral and choral arrangements for 
performers. Rhys has worked alongside countless sound technicians and engineers as a regular performer of live 
music, and is familiar with the process of mixing and production of live sound. He has played saxophone and 
clarinet in the band of countless school stage productions, and also featured in the band for Balliol’s Cinderella 
Charity Musical (HT17) on the saxophone. He has also given several solo piano performances at Balliol Musical 
Society Members’ Concerts. 

lighting designer Emma Howlett
Whilst also directing this piece, Emma would design the simple lights to accompany it- finding a replacement in 
the time between now and the run to find a technician to operate them during the run. As Studio Manager of 
the Pilch, Emma has a detailed working knowledge of its capacity and technicalities, and how lighting can best 
lift a piece of theatre in such a flexible space. She has experience both designing and operating herself, after 
being heavily involved in both aspects for her last production Revolt. She Said. Revolt Again. (Pilch, HT18) and 
assisting the lighting design and operating lights and sound for Hotter for its month-long run at the Edinburgh 
Festival Fringe 2017 at Paradise venue at St. Augustine’s.
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costume designer Ben Walker
Ben is a second year medical student at Balliol College with a recently budding interest in engaging with the 
Oxford theatrical scene, specifically in design and management of costumes and props. He has attended a wide 
range of impressive performances since joining the university last year and got involved in his first student 
production, Volpone by Ben Jonson (O’Reilly, MT17) and his second production was Revolt. She Said. Revolt Again. 
by  Alice  Birch  (Pilch,  HT18).  Both  of  these  productions  were  difficult  projects:  Volpone  required  sourcing 
around twenty costumes in the style of 1980’s fashion, whilst Revolt. needed a large collection of eclectic props 
(that most students don’t have!) with a small budget. Due to a keen interest in fashion since a young age, I 
hugely enjoy spending time finding specific pieces, and as a consequence am very excited to design costumes for 
the contrasting characters of Lucy’s Kirkwood’s NSFW.

choral consultant Lucy Talbot
Lucy is a second year Lawyer at Balliol.  She has recently performed the role of Lise Ragneau in Cyrano de 
Bergerac (O’Reilly, MT17), and previously the lead role of Hodel in Fiddler on the Roof whilst at school, being 
directed by Wilfie Pyper, the present director of the Belfast Operatic Company. She has extensive experience 
on stage chorally and as a soloist at national festivals, is now a member of Balliol Chapel Choir and has a 
diploma in Classical Voice Performance. She is looking forward to assisting Emma to find a group of singers to 
perform in NSFW in order to heighten the feminist message TheatreGoose want to emphasise. The idea of 
using the anthem composed by Emmeline Pankhurst’s great granddaughters is very exciting to her, and looks 
forward to the challenge of marrying this poignant music to the witty and satirical play.

bios.



synopsis.
NSFW -  Not Safe For Work -  is  a  warning used for  content with nudity,  sexuality  or  profanity  that  would not be appropriate or 
acceptable to view in front of one’s boss or colleagues. 

The print publication titled Doghouse, predominantly filled with depictions of the topless female body and articles instructing readers on 
how to prove themselves to be ‘real men’, is a quintessential lads mag. In a digital age, Doghouse struggles to keep afloat, but whilst other 
publications fail it is just about managing to survive. It seems there is still enough demand for printed NSFW material. 

In the office of the magazine’s editor, a middle-aged bachelor named Aidan, are his employees- those who write and choose its content. 
Charlotte is hard-working Oxford graduate, and whilst it isn't in her ideal environment, is simply happy to be working at all. Rupert is 
complacent and entitled, with a third class degree in Art History and a trust fund to justify himself. Sam is the frantic intern, late from 
buying coffee and desperate not to mess up his opportunity.  The hierarchy becomes clear between them, as Rupert throws his weight 
around, Charlotte attempts to shut down his bravado (which, of course, is read by Rupert as her flirting), and Sam speaks only when 
spoken to. When Aidan enters from his meeting, the atmosphere changes as he reveals the winning photo of Doghouse’s ‘Local Lovely 
2012’ award. Submitted by an amateur reader, the photo is of a topless young female and, now framed, and replaces last year’s winner on 
the office wall. It’s caption reads ‘Carrie, eighteen, likes Twilight books and theme parks’.

The photo, and the female depicted, are forgotten as the discussion turns to the content for the next issue. An argument breaks out as no 
one wants to be the guinea pig for the next ‘Man Challenge’: a week in the Arctic. The task, inevitably, falls to new-guy Sam. To his boss’ 
surprise, Sam explains how his intricate plans to propose to his girlfriend are too important to jeopardise with this assignment, meaning 
he must refuse it. Aidan humours him and changes his tactic, urging Sam to bring his girlfriend along and propose to her there- but even 
this generous offer to accommodate his interns needs is immediately declined. Aidan reluctantly forces the job on Rupert. As Rupert and 
Sam leave his office, Aidan keeps Charlotte for a private chat and proceeds to make her exceedingly uncomfortable.

They are interrupted by a panicked Rupert, who has the ‘Local Lovely 2018’s father on the phone. She hadn’t given consent for the photo 
to be sent, and more importantly, “She’s fucking fourteen.”

Whilst all four enter a state of near-hysteria, it is Sam, as the person who chose her picture as the winner who is  horror-stricken and 
deeply disturbed. He describes the red flags he failed to acknowledge on her boyfriend’s Facebook page. He explains that he thought the 
feelings of discomfort he felt when he saw the photo album ‘Year 8 trip to the Somme’ was due to the subject matter, not the implied age. 
He is racked with guilt and self-loathing.

The next day Aidan welcomes Mr Bradshaw, the protective and possessive father, into his office. The have splashed the hospitality budget 
impressing him with a hotel and breakfast, and their efforts to charm become desperate and awkward. Mr Bradshaw intends to sue, and is 
adamant that someone take responsibility. Aidan desperately tries to persuade him against this, but meets no success. Finally, he resorts to 
blatant intimidation and scare-tactics, describing the humiliation that the magazine’s ‘expensive lawyers’ will cause when they reveal 
Doghouse’s lack of liability. With a significant amount of pushing, Mr Bradshaw retracts his threat to sue, and leaves with a cheque for 
£25,000. Charlotte sends him off with a scathing remark, and then explains to Aidan how he had reminded her of her own father, whom 
she “fucking hated”.

It’s nine months laters,  and Sam, after being fired from Doghouse’s  team, is attending an interview at Electra,  a woman’s publication 
focusing on female beauty and image. Miranda, the editor, is unpredictable and convinced of her own self-description. She describes to 
Sam the fun-loving, togetherness of the working environment of the office, where they promise to shave their heads in solidarity with a 
college going through chemotherapy (but later decide to throw a dress-as-your-icon party instead) . The questions become more personal, 
though, turning to Sam’s past. Miranda encourages him to divulge the details of his breakup with his ex-girlfriend, suggesting the reason 
for it to be the same that caused his dismissal from Doghouse.  Her incessant interested in the termination of his last relationship is 
abruptly  stopped when she takes it  too far.  The interview takes a  turn.  Rupert  bursts  in,  revealing himself  as  the source of  Sam’s 
recommendation for the job and Miranda shows Sam three jpeg files, each a photo of a woman. She asks him to circle on photoshop the 
women’s flaws, but Sam can’t find any and refuses. It gets personal and aggressive, as Miranda pushes Sam to name what repulsed him 
about his ex-girlfriend. Sam refuses and, upset and confused, decides to leave.

Miranda, now alone, adorns her costume for the party. She dresses as a suffragette. 

Sam re-enters. He has thought of a flaw.



statements.
director’s
This year is remarkably important, as we mark 100 years since the first women gained suffrage in this country. A landmark in 
the history of feminism, paving the way for a century of progress towards equality. This will become the underlying backdrop of 
our  production.  In 1918,  women fought  the battle  against  the gender  pay gap,  lack of  representation in  government and 
limitations on their education and careers. In 2018, despite great advances, these remain issues: only 32% of MPs are female, 
only 6 out of 74 Forbes’ ‘World’s Most Powerful People’ are women, and the UK’s gender pay gap is on average 18.4%.The 
women of Oxford, particularly, can feel the proximity of a time when they would not have been able to study at their University, 
as it has been a short 98 years (out of the 900+ it has existed), and at my own college a shocking 39 years, that women have been 
allowed to matriculate. Our message is: great progress has been made, but there is still so much further to go.

NSFW emphasises the challenges that face women in the 21st century. We may no longer have to fight for the vote, but casual 
sexism, obscene objectification, and invasive sexualisation are commonplace and are experienced and internalised by women of 
all ages. This is embodied by Act 3’s Miranda, the editor of Electra, who acts with clinical detachment from the women whom 
her magazine criticise  based on their  looks,  despite working with a  majority  of  women,  and being a  woman herself.  Her 
exposure to the beauty industry has overwhelmingly imbued her interactions with others and her work with unrealistic (and 
cruel) ideals of womanhood. Kirkwood’s critique of the media’s representation of women is, therefore, two-fold: first the wider 
picture of the industry and its inhuman lack of responsibility for what it publishes, and secondly a closer look at the individuals 
that make up and are impacted by that industry. 

Doghouse and Electra, whilst aesthetically contrasting on stage, are far more similar publications and workplaces than first glance 
suggests. Both editors, Aidan and Miranda, urge their employees to ‘get into the mind’ of their target audience in order to 
anticipate and therefore manipulate the behaviour of their readers. The characters on stage decide what the public consume 
from the pages of their magazines, and so hold great power. It is the abuse or misuse of this power that causes scandal and 
damage. Whilst Charlotte and Miranda are outnumbered by the men in the play, they are just as complicit in this. Not one 
individual takes accountability for the damage they cause, and rather actively seek to avoid it or place it on someone else. 
NSFW demonstrates  that  today’s  media  industry,  with  prevalent  feelings  of  distance  from and  indifference  towards  the 
consumer, is insufficient and even damaging to the cause of female empowerment.

Bringing together this sharp satire of the industry benefiting from the objectification of the female body with a vision of 100 
years of feminist progress is a challenge, but one that Kirkwood seems to have pre-empted. The significance and irony of 
Miranda’s costume choice, revealed at the close of the play, provides a key into this interpretation. Echoing the opening of the 
first play to be staged on the National’s Olivier stage, Rebecca Lenkiewicz’s Her Naked Skin, a play about women’s fight for 
suffrage, we will project the harrowing video of Miss Emily Wilding Davison’s death at the Epsom Derby in 1913 as a clear and 
stark introduction to the timeline of feminism we will go on to depict through the set, sound and visual additions. We will 
introduce the sound motif that will run through the show in different forms, strengthening as the position of women has over 
the last century. This will sharply juxtapose with the setting of offices of the lads magazine Doghouse that is constant for the first 
two acts of the play. Heightening this contrast and shift in mood will be a beautiful and empowering piece of choral music by 
composer Lucy Pankhurst, Emmeline Pankhurst’s great granddaughter, composed especially for the centenary, that will be sung 
live over this opening video. It will continue to the present in a distorted muzak-version in the offices, at intervals, throughout 
the play and will reappear at the close of the play, as Miranda dresses as a suffragette, heightening the irony, and also bringing a 
sense of the unity and solidarity of the feminist movement that is so imperative for progress. We will end the play with a clip 
from Oprah Winphrey’s empowering and viral speech at the Golden Globes this year, leaving a tone of optimism for change.

The text naturally forms sudden contrasts, with cutting humour and moments of shock that keep the audience both guessing 
and caught between emotions,  and we hope to heighten this.  By adding both poignant and light0hearted references  and 
reminders of the suffragettes and feminism over the last century, we will create a coherent piece of theatre that goes further 
than merely critiquing a problematic industry. By framing it in the wider journey towards gender inequality, we will emphasis 
how our audience, as individuals and as consumers must combat patterns of disempowerment and objectification in order to 
create a society in which the words “me too” do not carry such a concerning weight.



producer’s
Partaking in a project like NSFW means a lot to me as an avowed feminist. I have spent my life advocating for gender 
equality  through  writing  and  editing  articles  on  feminism,  running  a  feminism society  with  up  to  two  hundred 
attendees, and working with feminist charities. Destroying the pernicious patriarchal narratives that still haunt our 
society matters to me, which is why I am excited to participate in a play that will have a dual purpose of entertainment 
and education. The play itself received four and five star reviews at its debut at the Royal Court in 2012, and remains 
relevant as pornography and the sexualisation of children continues to occur. The rights for the play are £75 a night, or 
£300 over a run of four nights (Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and Saturday). On top of this is the cost of hiring the 
Pilch, which is £300 for the week. 

The production costs are fairly low, given the equipment TheatreGoose already own from previous productions, and 
the equipment provided by the Pilch. In total, we have allocated £200 for production costs, with no money required 
for sound, and only £20 required for lighting (to hire a projector).  £100 is allotted for the set design and £80 for 
costume. As students, much of the costume and set will be available to us, like business attire and laptops, and thus will 
be free to use, and furniture that cannot be removed from rooms like tables, and some of the more eclectic props like a 
dart board and wall art are available to hire from the TAFFs store. Props and set dressing that cannot be sourced from 
students or the TAFFs store, like men’s magazines, can be purchased cheaply from Ebay or Gumtree.

Our marketing budget is based on a combination of print and digital marketing. Print marketing will be done in a 
traditional way, utilising posters and flyers in colleges and cafés around Oxford. More actively, the entire cast and crew 
will move behind the digital marketing. As well as using Oxford’s well-developed network of feminist groups, we will be 
able to utilise our combined social media networks to reach a large market quickly, and build on the branding generated 
from the spread of posters and fliers. By inviting people to our event, and actively posting interesting and innovative 
content onto the event page to keep up engagement. Supplementing this, we will use Facebook’s targeted advertising 
with our trailer to reach audiences beyond our personal networks, and to ensure a high level of interest and attendance, 
as well as using Oxford sites like Daily Info and Cherwell to further spread awareness. 

We have priced our tickets at £7.50 concession and £10 full price. Given the appeal of NSFW and our solid marketing 
plan and schedule, I am confident that we will have no problem selling tickets, not only to a student audience and also 
a wider public one. Given the recent sell-out run of TheatreGoose’s Revolt. She Said. Revolt Again. we believe this is 
eminently feasible. Assuming that 85% of our ticket sales are concessions, and that the thrust staging of the piece 
facilitates (a low estimate of)  70 seats a  night,  the maximum ticket revenues are £2205.  With our costs and 10% 
contingency totalling £924, that means our breakeven is 43.5%, or an average of 30 tickets sold per night. 

To fund the production, TheatreGoose will use a broad variety of funding. TheatreGoose and Fido productions have 
made profits on previous productions (Revolt She Said Revolt Again and Unmade Beds) and will be able to invest at 
least £100 each upfront. We expect to procure grants of £100 and £75 from the Cameron Macintosh fun and the Keble 
drama fund respectively, and to procure a loan from Balliol drama for £300. 
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statements.
marketing manager’s
Lucy Kirkwood’s black satire is a witty, but insightful, examination of the media industry, and particularly the objectification of 
the female sex. This theme is still pertinent, 6 years on from its first performance, as the behaviour and situations we see in 
NSFW still surround us in 2018. It is especially important to produce this play in this year, as it marks the centenary of the first 
women receiving the right to vote. Given this timing, it’s important to reflect on the ways in which sexism remains pervasive in 
our society, tying in with the Vote 100 celebrations. Attending our production of NSFW will allow the audience to celebrate the 
progress of women’s rights and identify the progress that still needs to be made. 

This is an avenue that I particularly intend to explore in marketing NSFW. There are many groups in Oxford for whom I 
believe the themes of this show would be particularly relevant, for example the Women’s Equality Party, Oxford Women in 
Business or academics reading for Women’s Studies. We will contact the Women’s Officers of each college, as well as student 
publications such as ‘Cuntry Living’ that have a feminist focus, to advertise the show as a celebration of women’s rights and 
critique of the patriarchy. I intend to reach out to these groups, exposing our production to a wider audience, and encouraging 
them to create events such as “X goes to NSFW”. We would also offer these groups the opportunity of co-hosting an event 
during show week in which we can further discuss the relevance of the show in light of Vote 100.

After TheatreGoose’s sell out production of Revolt. She Said. Revolt Again, a decidedly feminist play, we hope to continue the 
hype for the company’s work only one term later. Social media will play a central part in creating interest around the play and 
we will utilise the existing TheatreGoose Facebook page, and expand its already large following. An event for the show will be 
created, where we will then share rehearsal photos, behind-the-scenes video teasers, and interviews with members of cast and 
crew. A trailer will be released, to be shared by all members of the cast and crew, and both this and the event will be sponsored 
as ads on Facebook in order to reach beyond the usual drama community. Cast and crew will also change their profile pictures 
to ones which use our graphics in order to increase visibility in the run-up to show week. We will hold a preview a week before 
the show so that we may have material to share before opening night that should urge people to book their tickets. On opening 
night reviewers from Cherwell, The Oxford Student and Oxford Opening Night will be invited, and asked to ensure publication 
of reviews before the end of the run, in order to encourage continued sales throughout show week - but we hope to repeat the 
success of Revolt. by selling out before this.

Physical marketing materials will also be utilised, with posters being put up by cast and crew in all colleges and central cafes. We 
will use the DailyInfo poster run which distributes posters to key locations around Oxford. Flyers can be used to exit flyer 
similar student productions at the O’Reilly, BT Studio and Michael Pilch Studio during Trinity Term.

Despite the important and serious themes, this play is also bright and witty, which should come across in the promotional 
material. Our graphics will play on themes of un-settling sexualisation and the links with women’s rights and suffrage by using 
the simple combination of naked barbie dolls and the suffragette sash. To convey the setting, we will incorporate the magazine 
impression with cut-outs and collaging, which would also attract students for whom the backdrop of journalism and the media 
might spark an interest in the production.

This show will sell out due to the pertinence of the message Kirkwood’s script is delivering, and the strongly evidenced interest 
amongst Oxford students for this style of theatre that we believe we can continue to grow.



statements.
marketing timeline

3rd Week
 

4th Week

5th Week

 

6th Week

TRINITY TERM 2018.

Shoot trailer
Take profile pictures

Monday Order prints
Friday Event goes live

Sunday Rehearsal pics shared 
Tickets released

Monday Posters up 

Monday Trailer released
Thursday DailyInfo poster run
Friday Profile pictures up

Preview

Monday Preview shared
Tuesday Dress rehearsal 
photos
Wed-Sat Opening night review



statements.
set designer’s
NSFW’s diptych structure highlights the hypocrisies and anachronisms that proliferate in modern print media, most 
overtly in ‘lads mag’ culture but also in less apparently patriarchal publications. There are two spaces in which the play 
is performed, each with its own distinct character: the offices of male magazine Doghouse and those of the female-
orientated publication, Electra.  There should therefore be a clear differentiation between the settings, but the play 
works also to highlight the more subtle parallels that emerge between these two apparently opposite publications, 
which is something the set design will also reflect. 

The play will  open with the set arranged for the Doghouse magazine offices.  It  is  as  stereotypically  masculine as 
possible, with a darts board, football flag and beer pong table (complete with red plastic cups to suggest the remnants 
of an office party) as well as stacks of men’s magazines and objects such as game consoles or footballs to be reviewed. 
The general impression is of testosterone-fuelled mess. An important detail is the wall art, for which we will use a 
scenery flat at the back of the office space in order to give more prominent visual presence to the art in the scene. The 
art consists of numerous posters of scantily dressed women. However, in order to highlight the consistencies with the 
second set, as the posters will not be changed, and also to mark the centenary year of women getting the vote, we will 
alter these images so that the heads of prominent feminists are superimposed on to the bodies of stereotypical male-
magazine models. Through this the visuals will  highlight the hypocrisy of men’s magazines, which often propagate 
damagingly  misogynistic  content  yet  nonetheless  feel  able  to  justify  their  content  as  some  form  of  female 
empowerment. Electra’s office will then build on the same layout as the Doghouse office, in order to preserve the sense 
of a substitution rather than actual rehaul of the values governing the respective publications. We will therefore largely 
only replace the surfaces of the furniture, putting a tablecloth and some flowers on to the beer pong table to make it in 
to a coffee table, replacing the men’s magazines and test items with ‘women’s’ ones such as yoga mats and cooking 
devices, and hanging the darts board the other way round to reveal a positive mantra in pink on the back. The Electra 
offices will be largely white and pink in tone, taking as its model the kind of idealised modern kitchen or bathroom that 
one might see in a home magazine, compared to the darker colour scheme and less polished aesthetic of the Doghouse 
office. However, we feel it is important to keep both spaces looking modern, which we will do through office relevant 
technology such as an Apple Mac and the selection of review gadgets, in order to reflect the highly contemporary 
nature of the critiques that the play is making. 

The thrust staging of the play will help the audience to appreciate, in a panoramic fashion, the extent of the alterations 
and resemblances that become clear as the setting changes, as well as giving them the impression of being present 
inside the office space itself, which is important for a play that gives such sustained and intimate insight in to the office 
environment.  We feel  that  the  uniquely  equipped black  box  space  of  the  Pilch  will  also  be  vital  in  this  respect, 
contributing to the intimacy but also to the intensity of the office spaces we are trying to evoke. 



sketches
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statements.
sound designer’s
Sound will feature as a recurring motif throughout the play, one which will serve to trace the history of women’s 
suffrage over the last century. The opening scene will display a video featuring footage of Emily Wilding Davison’s 
death in 1913, with a single female soprano voice singing above it. The serenity of the melody will contrast effectively 
with the visual chaos of the tragedy. When the scene then changes to be set in a ‘lad’s mag’ office building, the singing 
voice will feature again, this time distorted and in the style of background office music. This will be played at intervals 
throughout the performance, as a pervasive yet subtle reminder of the ongoing struggle for women’s equality in today’s 
workplace. The final scene aims to intensify an awareness of the last century of women’s suffrage, by presenting a video 
of Oprah Winfrey’s speech, but now with three other voice in harmony singing with the first soprano, undistorted. This 
will link the final scene to the opening scene, and by doing so, connect the struggles of early suffragettes with the 
continued struggles of women today. It will also demonstrate how feminism is a cause for all to be engaged with, as the 
single female voice is joined by those of other women and men.

lighting designer’s
Light will be very simple and naturalistic, with its main function to manipulate the focus of the audience from the 
videos bookending the play to the concentrated space that will become the two magazine office HQs in quick, sharp 
transitions. The contrast between Doghouse and Electra will be heightened by the former’s warmth in light and the latter 
colder, starker light. The more casual office of Aidan will have warm tones and areas of shade that will heighten the 
emphasis of a spotlight on the winner of the ‘Local Lovely 2018’ award’s picture. The clinical, critical glare of Miranda 
will be matched by the concentrated white light that will flood her office at Electra, leaving nothing hidden or 
untouched by light- just as no flaw is forgiven in her magazine. The use of a projector to open and close the show will 
widen the audience’s perspective of the stage as well as the issues explored in the play- not being confined to the office 
settings, but being aware of the changing world surrounding it.
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